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第一場：93/11/17（三）   PM  18：30—21：00  

主講人：Professor of the University of Edinburgh     Dr. Dawson 
引言人：CEO of Tesco Stores, Taiwan  Mr. David Orchard-Smith 
主持人：台灣大學工商管理學系暨商學研究所    陳文華 所長 
講  題：歐洲零售業者在亞洲之成長策略 
背景介紹： 
約翰‧道森 教授的學士(1965) 及碩士學位(1967) 均取自倫敦

大學，博士學位取自諾丁安(1970)。道森教授研究及教學領域是零售

及行銷，遍及英國、美國、日本及澳洲。道森教授也曾於數個國家的

零售、資訊科技公司主持許多研究案。道森教授目前擔任愛丁堡行銷

學教授、西班牙巴賽隆納ESADE商學院訪問教授，並在ESADE教授經

常性的課程。曾於1993-1998擔任愛丁堡企業研究系主任，並於

1999-2000年間於義大利佛羅倫斯的歐洲大學( EUI, European 

University Institute )、南非首都普利托里的南非大學(UNISA, 

University South Africa )、日本神戶流通科學大學( UMDS, 

University of Marketing and Distribution Sciences )及義大利

米蘭的Bocconni大學擔任訪問學者。 
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歐洲零售業者在亞洲之成長策略 

 

Professor of Marketing at the University of Edinburgh 
Dr. Dawson 

Mr. David Orchard-Smidth 引言 

Ladies and gentlemen, I’m glad to introduce Tesco first. Tesco is the number one 

retailer in the U.K., the top three in the world, and the number one grocer. We have 

2,318 stores around the world in 13 countries. The sales are 33.5 Billion pounds. The 

strategy of Tesco is to strengthen UK core business, operate value choice and 

convenience. The business income reflected our brands. You may see Tesco value, 

Tesco brands, and Tesco formats everywhere. Tesco gives you good value, good 

products. Tesco brand gives you high brand quality. Tesco price gives you premium 

product. We provide Internet services. Almost all customers conduct retailing with 

Tesco cards, credit cards. The internet shopping and dot com shopping was 

continuously growing last year about 5 %. 

What are the benefits which attract us here? Actually, we are looking to Taiwan’s 

GDP, the population, and we’d seen “political stability.” Now, we have 5th store 

opened in Taichung, and is going to be another one in Hsindian. We already have a 

big store in Taimall. ChingKao store opened in 2001. It has 2000 square feet in space.  

Our vision is to be the market leader in Taiwan and become the main top store in the 

world. 
 

Dr. Dawson演講 

Ladies and Gentleman, Thank you very much indeed for welcoming me this 

evening. Just allow me to change this power point. When I’m in Scotland, I have a 

small pasture. I have some donkeys. Donkeys are stubborn. And I now can persuade 

donkeys to do what I want them to do. And so now, I am trying to get students to also 

do what I want them to do. Now I succeed in donkeys. My next step is succeeding in 

the students. So I am very honor to be here this evening, I’d like to thank NTU, 

Professor Chen, for inviting me here to Taiwan. I have been in Japan for last 10 days. 
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So this is sort of highlight to my visit to Asia to come to Taiwan again. And also thank 

Professor Chang whom we were together in study for years. She has very good ability 

arranging things for me. This visit is an opportunity to visit Taiwan. But it’s also to 

hear something about Tesco Taiwan which is very impressive. To me, with you 

tonight to exchange some ideas about the way retailing is changing. So what I’d like 

to discuss and really get your impressions at the end of evening. I want to look at how 

European retailers were grown in recent years and how some of them are coming to 

Asia. And whether the implications for the way they have grown in Europe. My 

experience in Asia is much more into Korea and into Japan than into Taiwan. So I’d 

appreciate your opinions.  

 

The Retailing History in Europe 

These are types of company. These companies are successful in Europe as the 

Wal-Mart. But in order to try to understand how retailing has developed in Europe in 

the last few years and how these companies have been this successful, we have to 

look at a little bit further history. I believe history is very important for understanding 

of retailing. Let us look at the way Europe retailing has developed. We can see three 

main phases. In the mid of 1945, through for 10 years or more, there was huge 

requirement for reconstruction in Europe, reconstructing the cities, reconstructing the 

city centers. And it was very strong American influence at that time. Many American 

retailers came to Europe. Some of the big names, the J.C. Penny, came to Europe and 

help the construction. At that time, they were introduced to Europe as the very 

fundamental innovations of self-service, the first self-service grocery store in the U.K 

in the mid of the 1940’s, and by the same time, that in Germany. So, the first reason is 

reconstruction.  

The second is consolidation. When the European communities moved to 

economic integration and the retail market started to consolidate. And marketing was 

adopted by retailers. It seems to be strange now, to think. It was not until probably the 

1970s, the marketing as a discipline which was really accepted by retailers.  

Previously, they were really interested in sales and selling the products. Not 

retailing what we understand now, not really get to know the customer. So, that’s the 

major innovation at that time.  
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Thirdly, this is the phase that we are in the moment, significantly restructuring of 

European retailing. There was the creation of the single European market in the 1990s. 

There was the creation of the single currency. But in last few years, quite slow the 

economic growth. The restructuring in this moment is technology-related. That’s a 

very strong convergence of the information and the communication technologies. And 

this is allowing the retailers to form international alliance to manage and to control the 

stores, a very large network, several thousands of stores, and covering many countries. 

So the technology is now available to allow the active management of the much 

dispersed networks. This restructuring process is far from complete. There are still big 

changes in the next few years, a lot of technologies taking place in retailing in Europe. 

But it is this phase that I want to concentrate on, it is because major retailers merge 

and become important aspect of European economies. Several of the European 

retailers have become major corporations in the relatively short period. Now they 

affect day to day decisions of millions of customers. They become a significant 

element in the way of European consumers now live. And also become increasingly 

international. International initially in Europe, then moving into the new countries of 

Europe built in 1989 with the fall of Communism, more recently moving particularly 

into Asia.  

They become increasingly international to operate stores in how they are 

sourcing their products and in the outlook of management. The result is relatively 

small number of senior managers who are now very influential in the way that 

consumers’ daily life. And this focusing your responsibilities, and focusing of the 

effectiveness which the characteristics are going on this moment. So retailers have 

become much more active in the relationships with customers. And they become a 

much more active part of the whole economy. They move from being the places 

where manufactures place the products and where consumers visit to buy the products 

manufactured. Retailers move to more active role in developing relationships with 

consumers, developing relationships with suppliers to make the products the 

consumers want. And that becomes even stronger these aspect to strengthen this 

proactive role and become the very evidence for the retailers moving into 

international. I just want to address one aspect: This enlarged retailer has increasingly 

influential role.  

If we look at the value-added in the U.K economy, if we just think of the 
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macroeconomic for the moment, 1995 distribution contributed a little more than half 

of the value that contributed by manufacturing in the U.K. economy. By 2001 the gap 

was much narrower; this was partly due to the very distressed manufacturing in the 

United Kingdom. But it’s also due to the growth in the value of retailers and other 

distributors of how they made the contribution to the British economy. In this year, 

2004, this would be the first year that the contribution of distribution in the British 

economy in the macroeconomic sense, would be greater than that of manufacturing. 

So we can see that the economy has changed. And the U.K. economy and other 

European countries we could see similar picture in the European economy. European 

economies and British economy now have become very dependent on the value 

created by distribution. So we have the big companies who are affecting our life style. 

And they are facing with a very big strategic question in this moment. European 

retailers or American retailers, but I want to focus particularly on European retailers. 

Because European economies are growing in a very slow rate, the whole market is 

very stable, the whole market is static. How do they grow? How do these big 

companies continue to obtain growh? In a low growth home market, that’s a challenge 

phase in the boards and senior executives of many of these companies.  

 

The Characteristics of Nowadays Retailers 

What I want to do in the next 30 minutes is to try to explore and understand how 

retailers are trying to answer that question. As they answer that question, what’s the 

implication for retailers and for the service providers in logistics, what’s the 

implication for each nation?  

Some of them may be familiar to you. I don’t want to run down the list, but I 

want to highlight 1 or 2 points. I’ve said the European growth rate is very low, but 

some of these European-base companies could be very successful in growing at the 

rate much faster than that of the European market, and much faster than that of the 

domestic market. With the overall retailer sales increasing by few percentages in these 

years, we have very significant growth in many of these European companies. They 

are outperformed in the market in a very significant growth. Secondly, they are 

operating extremely extensive through networks. Some of the names may not be 

familiar to you. Edeka (a German-based company) has over 10 thousand stores. They 

have a huge network to control. On the point of the slide is just the number of 
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countries, the companies are now operating. They become international in a very 

substantial way, and very quickly.  

When we see the scale of Wal-Mart, this company has still a lot of potential 

growth, and Wal-Mart does not stop growth. Just how big Wal-Mart is?  If you take 

all the retail sales of Italy, that’s the sales of food, the clothing, shoes, the jewelry, the 

perfume, and the cigarette, exclude cars, the retail sales of all those retailers in Italy, 

that’s about the same sales volume as Wal-Mart worldwide. So “Wal-Mart equals 

Italy.” But Wal-Mart grows each year. And last year, Wal-Mart grew by the amount 

of sales in Portugal. So last year equaled to Portugal, this year it would be Finland, 

next year it would be another mid size European country. So Wal-Mart’s growth in 

sales is equivalent to the total sales of a small to mid size European country. And there 

is no sign yet for Wal-Mart stopping growing. Wal-Mart has not branch in Italy, 

Russia. There is still plenty of room for Wal-Mart.  

Just illustrate the case of Carrefour, their global stores operations few years ago. 

There are lots of wide areas which are not mapped. But they are essentially in Europe, 

South America, and partly Asia. Carrefour’s major overseas sales come from South 

America.  Carrefour‘s second retail market is in Japan. Carrefour has fewer than 10 

stores there. There is still potential growth area for Carrefour.  

We heard earlier this evening about Tesco’s very impressive activities. If you 

look at the plans in 2003 and 2004, maybe I should change the point of view in 

Taiwan. You can see here that Tesco seizes a lot of their growth outside of the U.K. 

They are adding millions of square feet in the U.K., 1.35 million in the Europe, and 

more than one and half million in Asia. So, Tesco has seen the great opportunities 

outside their home market. One of the other features of these major companies is a 

feature which, in some of the case studies, features have turned out to be what we 

expected of the corporate performance. Let’s see the working capital, in retailing; 

negative working capital is good news. This means that the suppliers are funding the 

growth of the retailers, so the retailers are able to sell consumers products, and at the 

late stage pay the suppliers. We see percentage of the working capital is negative in 

the three years of the Europe retailers. If you look at the most recent figures of 

Wal-Mart’s annual report published few weeks ago, the percentage has been climbing 

up.  
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The Role of Innovations 

The low land cost in United States, so it’s possible to build new stores in the 

United States with much lower capital cost than that in European countries. The return 

on capital is much to do with lower level capital. Two questions to the retailer, grow 

despite the low growth in Europe? Yes, they grow at much faster rate than the home 

market. Second question, how have they done that? I want to suggest to you the way 

of them done that, is to change totally the focus on sales and to be much more focus 

on the innovations. It’s not the main argument that I want to present to you this 

evening.  Innovation, I would suggest in 5 ways- Innovation in formats, in process, 

in items, and in the operational aspects. It’s evident in the way that the retailers move 

to control issues about the brand. It’s evident in the way of mechanism and decision 

that they made about entering new markets. This is what I want to spend a little more 

time with. Two other ways which I mentioned but I don’t have a lot of time to deal 

with this evening. That’s the economic scale and scope. Economy of scale is obtained 

by more but the same stores as they (the companies) get bigger. Economies of scope 

enable companies to gain cost economies by combining activities in new ways. So 

there is economy of scale and scope, and also doing things faster. They open stores 

faster, circulating their inventory faster, the stock cycles are moving faster and so on. 

Innovation in retailing is related to technology. That’s a common way of innovation, 

such as innovation in managerial levels. Retailing is getting more and more thinking 

managers. More and more graduates, more and more MBAs. And retailing pay big 

salary to MBAs. So we thought the sources of innovation coming from the 

technologies, new materials, new computing systems. That innovation pushes us to 

allow productivity grow. I mean growth for the productivity of all of the assets- the 

store, the floor space, the shelf space, the employees, the capital, even the suppliers, 

and even the customers - so productivity growth of all of the assets of the retailer. And 

the innovation becomes directly at achieving higher level of productivity. 

Format platforms afford better and higher level of productivity from assets, so it 

proved possible to retailers to take better control, to take more control over the 

channel relationships, using the relationships of trust, and also reusing the 

relationships of power to manage and to administer relationships back through the 

channels which include issues of global sources. Of that, doesn’t exclude to increase 

sales.  Purchasing may be at lower cost, passing the cost-saving on to the consumers, 
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so they (consumers) buy more. So we call that part of relationships. The productivity 

growth allows a different set of relationships also to develop another marketing 

relationship. And the marketing allows more active solutions to customers, making 

more customers smile. A great challenge in retailing is to make customer smile as 

they give you money. When retailers make customers smile as they pay, they really 

succeed. In last few years, I have been working with Japanese company, Uniqulo. One 

of the reasons why I became interested in Uniqulo was when I visited the stores; 

people were walking around the stores smiling. So I think this retailer must be doing 

something right. They are now moving to Shanghai. They open stores in United 

Kingdom initially unsuccessfully but now most are successful. They are providing 

better solutions to customers. Back on track, the European retailers are looking at the 

ways to satisfy the customers.  

 

Retailers Become Innovators 

Increased sales are fed back into more innovations. So we got two side thoughts 

which reinforce each other. So the retailers become innovators. And the sources of 

innovation are coming from retailers. Innovation and formats, formats and formulae 

make distinction between formats and formulae. But formats, I mean the generic type 

of stores. So, department stores are a format, and the hypermarket is a format. The 

formulae are how the retailer’s brand stands. Tesco’s hypermarkets in Korea are 

different from a Carrefour hypermarket in Korea. The innovation of formats is 

E-retailers. But there are many innovations in formulae.  In the ways retailers adjust 

and design the format to suit the retailer’s own set of combinations. These 

innovational processes, the way of conducting processes have taken on the innovation 

in items. Let me illustrate more examples in Tesco, because Tesco has been a leading 

innovator in the European countries. Tesco express, in terms of building these 

convenience stores format, needs a very short time to construct a different system for 

starting, and a very strong customer flow in the stores which is operating in the 

capacities. This is an example from Edinburgh city where I live, Tesco express, the 

store.  Within the Tesco express, products which are representative of the whole 

Tesco range. Obviously the store didn’t carry the whole range, but representative 

things-including Tesco organic products, the in-store small bakery. So that’s an 

example of format and formulae innovation.  
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Is European Experience transferable? 

Is it transferable into Asia? We see various transfers from Tesco and Carrefour, 

transfer of Tesco organic merchandising, for example.  Carrefour stores, in the way 

of merchandising the organic products in France to the way of merchandising in Japan. 

Here is a Carrefour store in Japan in which they use French approach to organic 

merchandising in what they call organic mall. That comes from an idea of innovation 

in the French store. They transfer that to Asia.  

So Carrefour is transferring their ideas about hypermarkets as new hypermarket. 

And Carrefour were opening very substantial number hypermarkets such that the new 

hypermarket presence now dominants the Carrefour portfolio. So, we have Carrefour 

stores which reflect the new ideas of innovations. So, innovation in formats is 

transferable. Innovation in processes takes cost of logistics- e.g. using RFID of 

transparence, new technique, and new processes in distribution centers. These 

innovations joined in the last few years have a significant effect to the retailers. 

 

 


